
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

5.1  Conclusions 

   Based on the complete analysis and findings of the previous chapter in this 

study relate to the ethnic language used in inter and intra ethnics    communication and 

the factors in language choice used in the ways they are. Conclusions are drawn as the 

following: 

 

1. In inter -ethnic communication there were three ways of people communication such 

as: no ethnic language is used totally in inter-ethnic communication, Ethnic language 

used in code mixing of different levels, and the last is ethnic language used in code 

switching. In intra-ethnic communication the ways of people in communicating, such 

as: the first is using their own ethnic language, the second is using other ethnic 

language, and the last is using Bahasa Indonesia and other ethnic language in code 

mixing. 

2. In the language used there were some factors of people in language choice  in inter-

ethnic such as : (1)Ethnic Background of the Participants, (2)Extent of Intimacy with 

the Interlocutor, (3)Different Social Status of the Participant,(4) Equal Social Status, 

(5) Showing Off One’s Ethnic Language Mastery. Meanwhile the factors of people in 

language choice in intra ethnic such as: (1) Ethnic Background of the participant, (2) 

Immigration, (3) The Topic Discussed 

 

5.2 Suggestions  

 Related to the conclusions of the study, the researcher gives some suggestions are 

staged as the following: 
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1. For further researcher. It is suggests to conduct a research in another context towards 

language use like genre context, domain contex and so on. Morever, the researcher hope 

the next researcher to find out more theories  in guiding the similar study in order to get 

the better result relate to language use in inter and intra ethnic communication especially 

in the ways of people using the langauges.  

2. It is suggested  to the people, who are in a bilingual /multilingual environment should be 

better able to adapt when they communicate in interactions both in the family and social 

environment eventhough they master more than two languages. The people who are 

bilingual/multilngual have to pay attention obout their language attitude. Event the people 

want to use other ethnic in their communication but they have to minimize  the using nof 

other ethnic language so that people's attitudes towards their respective languages are still 

good. 
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